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Most important trump card of Krishnamurti paddhati is horary astrology and astrology 
based on KP number. The basic premise on which efficacy of this method is assured is 
accuracy of time at which the matter is taken for judgement. All of us are aware about the 
incorrectness of birth time and the rectification work involved in doing so. There are 
genuine difficulties in noting the correct birth time of a child even though it is possible to 
have most accurate clock at the time of birth of child near the delivering mother. Normally, 
obstetrician has to focus on safe delivery of child and take care of mother and child and 
not noting down the birth time which is left to ward boys or nurses. Further, the noting of 
birth time may take a couple of minutes from actual birth time of baby and it may also 
happen that watch of the ward boy may be few minutes running behind time or a few 
minutes ahead of time compared to the standard time shown by the most accurate clock 
in the world. 
 
Further, it may also be noted that there are differences on what is called the birth time 
itself. Normally, the birth time is the one when newborn takes first breath or starts respiring 
thereby bringing new life in this world. Sometimes, the baby doesn't cry after birth and 
there will be couple of minute’s difference between the first cry and the separation of baby 
from mother's womb. In some astrological practices it is treated as cutting off umbilical 
cord as birth of baby because there is a separation of one life from another. Further, in 
some cases birth time is linked to follow ancient traditionsr All these practices or 
understanding of the birth time leads to inaccurate noting  and nobody can guarantee that 
at the time of her/his birth the time is noted most accurately by tallying with the accurate 
clock and the method of either separation of baby by cutting umbilical cord or by first cry 
is followed. Hence, there is every chance that in any given birth time there will be 
difference of a few minutes in today's generation to maybe 10 to 15 minutes in earlier 
generation time recordings. 
 
It is hence imperative that in order to get accurate prediction for a given situation, horary 
method of astrology is the most accurate time-tested and for guaranteed results. The KP 
astrology being based on sublord which may change in couple of minutes it is necessary 
to have accurate time forecasting the chart. The time chart or horary method of astrology 
is popular for answering the most prominent question in clients mind in western world and 
in Indian subcontinent as well. The results are astonishingly correct and details can be 
gathered at length about the event, the timing of the event and also how the matter will 
unfold. It is very difficult to gather these many details from the birth chart of a person even 
if the birth chart is available with correct time of birth. 
 
Apart from regular method of casting a time chart and giving prediction as per our ancient 
Shastra there is a more accurate and time-tested methodology devised by Guruji Sri 
Krishnamurti in which a beautiful use of sub Lord of ascendant has been made. Guruji 



has devised this technique of picking the ascendant sub Lord out of total 249 sublords, 
thereby providing accurate ascendant to degrees, minutes and seconds and casting 
perfect horary chart. This method is extremely useful to practicing professional 
astrologers as they handle more number of charts than one in a given day. It is also 
observed that the horary or time chart is accurate for the first client or first chart interpreted 
in a day but casting the time chart again and again for subsequent clients does not give 
correct results. In both the methodologies of time chart and KP number chart the most 
important thing is transferring the query from the client's mind to the chart. The job of 
astrologers is then very simple as he is to interpret the time chart or the KP number chart 
as per the principles applicable to the birth chart. There is absolutely no difference 
between the interpretation of birth chart and interpretation of horary chart except for the 
principle of main house sub Lord being in retrograde star Lord denying the event under 
consideration. 
 
We have seen the importance of accuracy of time being captured in the horary chart 
compared to the natal or birth chart but it should also be noted that horary chart is very 
sensitive and can lead to erroneous results if precautions are not taken and following 
points are not absorbed properly which I call as three aces of successful horary astrology. 
 
The first ACE: 
 
FRAMING of the question 
 
In horary astrology the question takes birth in clients mind and treated at par with birth of 
a person in natal astrology. In order to capture what is going on in clients’ mind it is 
necessary to take this most important step called framing of the question correctly. Many 
a times, it is seen that client approaches astrologer whenever she is in deep trouble or 
the mind is unstable. It is also observed that couple of times clients mind wander and 
does not get focused on one particular question. There may be couple of questions which 
is a forefront but there will be one single question behind all these questions which is in 
background. The key of accurate prediction is to frame the question properly. During 
ancient times horary astrology was practiced when client used to reach astrologer during 
morning time with pleasant mood for both client and astrologer and astrologer used to 
make the client comfortable by asking more details about the situation in which he or she 
is and thereby bringing the attention or focus of the client on a particular question which 
is most prominent to be answered in that particular situation. The astrologer could able to 
confirm with the client what is the most important question which is asked by the client or 
which might not have been asked but which is hidden behind asking multiple questions. 
The classic example of simplifying or streamlining the question in one single line is the 
phrase "or". Client sometime asked whether a particular event will happen or will not have, 
this will happen or that will have, one event will take place first or another event will take 
place first. All such situations are to be converted by astrologer in framing the question 
properly in one single line. For example recently there was a question asked in one of the 
groups that a girl in a marriageable age interested in pursuing higher education will marry 
first and then take education or will have higher education first and then the marriage 
takes place. In this situation it is necessary for an astrologer to assess the situation with 



the client whether she would like to pursue the education and a number could be taken 
in order to work out this particular question. If it works out during the discussion with the 
client that she is interested more in marriage in the question could be framed as "when 
shall I get married?" And to be worked out by astrologer accordingly. It will be improper 
for an astrologer to go ahead with duality in mind and workout two ways of the answer 
that is whether the question leads to higher education or it leads to marriage. In another 
example client was asking about the marriage however the Moon connectivity was 
pointing to fourth house rather than seventh house or allied houses second or 11th. 
Though, this situation is linked to our second ace I would like to consider this here so that 
readers are clear about the noise which can enter at any stage and may distort the 
capturing of accurate question in clients mind on paper by which a horary chart can be 
casted. 
 
Framing of question is nothing but conforming to the client about the most important 
question in clients mind which needs to be answered before any other question which is 
bothering the client at any particular moment. For example a client may have pressure of 
marriage from its parents but he himself might be interested in getting the job first. In this 
situation in the question is asked by one of the parents it will be related to marriage of 
their child and if the question is asked by the child then it will be related to the job. 
Astrologer should be bold enough to clarify doubts in his mind regarding who is asking 
the question what is outcome expected and what is the situation in which the client's at 
the given moment. It is also in some of the cases related to profession that client actually 
wants to change the job when is asking and narrating troubles in the existing job. 
Sometimes, the client is narrating a lot of troubles in the existing job but he's not interested 
in leaving the job but only interested in change of place or transfer in the same 
organization. It is hence necessary to frame the question properly by astrologer so that 
the first step is followed properly inaccurately in order to avoid failures at a later stage. 
 
SECOND Ace: 
Taking the right KP number 
 
The second ace in successful horary astrology is to get the right KP number from the 
client. In case of time chart this question does not arise as the chart is simply casted at 
the time of judgement by an astrologer and the time is to be noted accurately without any 
other precaution. However, in case of the KP number astrology it is imperative to take a 
number between number 1 and number 249 from the client which captures the question 
,encode it and present to astrologer for further decoding and interpreting. 
 
It is observed that some of the astrologers are treating this important step as obtaining a 
random number or taking the number mechanically which may lead to erroneous results 
on account of non-transfer of question from clients mind the horary chart. It is necessary 
for KP astrologer to impress upon client that giving a number between number 1 and 
number 249 is not numerology nor is it some kind of trick which is a non-astrology 
gimmick. KP astrologer has to explain client about this method of obtaining a number and 
tell her/him that as it is not numerology and as the lucky number will not help, it will be 
necessary for the client give a number which comes in her mind at the time of focusing 



on the question and thinking about the right outcome and let the mind be in a free floating 
state where the number will pop up between the range 1-249 just flashing before closed 
eyes of the client. Number selected in this fashion will be an accurate for further 
interpretation by a KP astrologer. Some of the KP astrologers feel it a difficult task or there 
is no need of explaining this number logic or they feel lazy hence they prefer an easy way 
out by which they quickly ask the client over phone or in person about giving a number 
not giving the complete background of why the number is required and what will be done 
by the astrologer to the number given. In one of our senior astrologer's observation he 
narrated that most of the time he gets a number in single digit. It simply means the client 
is choosing a lucky number which he or she perceives to fetch a better result for the query 
in mind. Astrologer has to clearly impress to their clients that astrology is a science and 
horary astrology is a refined Divine science. There is no mechanical application of mind 
nor choosing of any random number which can be simply interpreted for results. As 
mentioned earlier horary astrology works on the principle where a single question has to 
take birth in clients mind and the same has to be translated into a horary chart to 
astrologer for interpretation and all the intermediary steps must corroborate like various 
wheels in the wall clock to transfer these data precisely and accurately. This second step 
is a key step apart from framing the question which will capture what is going on in clients 
mind perfectly and will be encoded as a KP number which an astrologer will interpret and 
offer accurate readings for his clients. 
 
I practice the above method of getting number from client, first  by giving idea about why 
they should give a number, what will be done with the number , how a chart will be casted 
based on the given number and taking ascendant degree, minute, second from the given 
number and casting all other houses accordingly. Once the chart is casted it will be treated 
for interpretation like any other chart including the birth chart. We can suggest a client 
that he or she should think about the prominent question bothering her/him at that point 
of time and pray to the Lord Almighty and close the eyes and then think about a number 
between the range number 1 and number 249 and let a single number flash in her mind 
and in most of the cases invariably a single number flashes in her mind which she is 
supposed to note down and forward it to the astrologer. 
 
As it is a known fact that client will come to astrologer or will consult astrologer when they 
are in difficulties. During such time it is very difficult to focus mind and choose a number. 
The second method which is popular is to take a book which has more than 249 pages 
and ask the client to close the eyes, think about the question and then open a page and 
read the page number. Guruji Krishnamurti advocated this method and he used to select 
a page from right side of the book. However during my practice I do not restrict to choose 
a page from right side of the book.  In my opinion it should be left to the client who can 
pick any page as per the divine directions. Another reasonably well tested method for 
clients were approaching in person to astrologer wherein he shall ask them to pick up a 
coin from a box of coins which has numbers 1 to 249. In most of the cases I handled this 
method the result was accurate and correct. The difficulty arises mostly when the number 
is taken over phone or through message, email or through WhatsApp. The basic science 
behind giving the number if narrated by astrologer correctly and the methodology followed 



by client having faith in divine direction the number given by her will be correct to decode 
for interpretation by the KP astrologer. 
 
 
THIRD Ace: 
Moon Connectivity 
 
The third and most important ace is the transfer of KP number to the horary chart. As 
astrologers are aware that position of Moon reflects mind in the horary chart, it will be 
natural to see position of Moon before interpretation or judgement is initiated. Position of 
Moon is very important for any horary charts whether it is a time chart or whether it is a 
KP number chart and the importance given to reflection of clients mind in the chart is 
clearly seen by Western astrologers and Indian astrologers alike. In fact this is the stage 
which is confirmatory before proceeding with the interpretation of horary chart and 
unfortunately many of the fast-pace astrologers are not giving importance to this 
confirmation which provides a chance for re-check and for go/no-go decision at this stage. 
Some of the astrologers believe that it is not necessary and that Moon will not provide 
reflection of mind in all the cases at all the time and they go and interpret the chart based 
on the number given without any further verification. However, it is seen that the ancient 
text also mentions about reflection of mind in chart before interpreting horary charts so 
that the astrologer is assured about capturing the question correctly before proceeding 
with his interpretation or judgement of the chart. In fact, it is a matter of great comfort to 
an astrologer when he tallies the position of Moon and its star Lord signifying the houses 
which are under consideration. It emboldens his confidence in the divine direction that the 
chart interpretation will lead to accurate results. As it is a continuous process of birth of a 
question in clients mind and then transferring it through a KP number to the astrologer 
and then reflecting through the position of Moon in the casted chart, it provides a chance 
of rectification if the process is not complete. It may happen as mentioned earlier that the 
client is in a confused state or unstable state where the question has not been framed 
properly or the KP number has not been taken as per the procedure advocated in earlier 
paragraph and a mechanical number is being given by the client. In this case Moon may 
not reflect the concern houses and astrologer should take liberty to ask another number 
from the client at some other point of time instead of proceeding further with the chart 
forcefully. 
 
It is not necessary that Moon should connect to the main house under consideration. For 
example for a question related to marriage, seventh is the main house and second house 
and 11th houses are supporting houses. In this case Moon by lordship or by placement 
or by lordship of its star Lord or position of the star Lord should signify either main house 
or allied houses. It is not necessary that Moon should connect to the main house under 
consideration that is seventh house in this case. In case of Moon being in star of either 
node then one should not stop at the placement of the node but astrologer should go 
further and find out the star Lord placement of the node and the lordship. He should also 
find out the sign Lord and its star Lord Placements and lordships. Unless Moon is in its 
own star it will not be necessary to find out sublord of Moon and then find its placement 
and lordship. 



 
As explained above, the third ace is the most important as it provides confirmatory test to 
the astrologer that he's on right track and his interpretation of the horary chart will throw 
proper light on the matter under consideration and he can guide his client properly. 
 
During my practice I have observed that the results interpreted from natal chart as per the 
running Dasa and Bhukti and as per either time chart or as per the KP number chart will 
be one and the same. It is a wonderful divine science which is presented to us by Guruji 
Krishnamurti who has given this wonderful opportunity for astrologers to serve humanity 
through divine science. I pray to Lord Ganesh and Guruji Krishnamurti to bless readers 
with the power of right interpretation and to offer proper direction to their clients. 
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